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*e vibrations generated by a three-phase power transformer reduce the comfort of residents and the service life of surrounding
equipment. To resolve this tough issue, a quasi-zero-stiffness (QZS) isolator for the transformer is proposed.*is paper is devoted
to developing a QZS isolator in a simple way for engineering practices.*e vertical springs are used to support the heavy weight of
the transformer, while the oblique springs are employed to fulfill negative stiffness to neutralize the positive stiffness of the vertical
spring. Hence, a combination of the vertical and oblique spring can yield high static but low dynamic stiffness, and the vibration
isolation efficiency can be improved substantially.*e dynamic analysis for the QZS vibration isolation system is conducted by the
harmonic balance method, and the vibration isolation performance is estimated. Finally, the prototype of the QZS isolator is
manufactured, and then the vibration isolation performance is tested comparing with the linear isolator under real power loading
conditions. *e experimental results show that the QZS isolator prominently outperforms the existing linear isolator. *is is the
first time to devise a QZS isolator for three-phase power transformers with heavy payloads in engineering practices.

1. Introduction

*e three-phase transformer is the critical component of
electric power systems, which plays the role of transporting
electromagnetic energy from the power station to residential
buildings [1–3]. Generally, the radiated noise caused by the
transformer presents low-frequency characteristics, which
has a destructive effect on the surrounding residents and
equipment [3–7]. So far, the sound insulation measures can
effectively reduce the propagation of transformer noise in
air, but the noise reduction efficiency is limited [8, 9]. *e
radiated noise of the transformer is mainly caused by its
structural vibration. *erefore, low-frequency vibration
control for transformer components is the fundamental way
to reduce the low-frequency noise radiation.

To reduce the noise radiation of the transformer, some
vibration isolation methods have been developed in recent
years [10]. Gu et al. [11] utilized a single-layer-spring device

for vibration and noise reduction of the transformer, and the
results showed that the device can effectively reduce the
noise radiation of the transformer, except for low-frequency
vibration. Moreover, the double-layer-spring isolator was
used for the transformer by Wu et al. [12]. Wang et al. [13]
utilized a rubber vibration isolator to reduce the noise ra-
diation of the transformer and pointed out that the rubber
vibration isolator can effectively decrease the vibration re-
sponse and thus reduce the external radiation of vibration
and noise. Ji et al. [14] applied the adaptive air-spring
isolator to attenuate the vibration and noise of the trans-
former, which exhibited good low-frequency isolation
performance and tunability for different working conditions.

Nevertheless, the mentioned vibration isolators cannot
achieve low-frequency vibration isolation and ensure the
stability of the system at the same time due to heavy payload
of the transformer. *erefore, a desirable vibration isolator
should possess the characteristics of high-static-low-
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dynamic stiffness to support heavy payload and isolate low-
frequency vibration simultaneously [15–17]. Fortunately, the
dynamic stiffness of a QZS isolator can be designed to be
zero at the static equilibrium by connecting the negative and
positive stiffness mechanism.

In the past few years, various configurations of the QZS
isolator [18–22] and nonlinear spring [23, 24] have been
proposed and studied. Xu et al. [25] and Wang et al. [26]
developed a QZS isolator by utilizing the inclined springs to
realize the negative-stiffness mechanism and using the
vertical spring to support the payload. Such a mechanism
was also used to design QZS isolators by Carrella et al.
[27, 28]. Xu et al. [29] utilized a permanent magnet as a
negative-stiffness mechanism in the vertical direction to
achieve the QZS isolator. Zhou and Liu [30] and Wu et al.
[31] proposed a QZS isolator by adopting a multistory
electromagnetic structure and permanent magnets. Based on
this mechanism, Shan et al. [32] established a QZS isolator
by applying inner and outer magnet rings to provide neg-
ative stiffness and neutralize the positive stiffness of a
pneumatic spring. Araki et al. [33] applied a newly devel-
oped shape memory alloy bar to design a QZS isolator. Jing
et al. [34–36] and Sun et al. [37] developed the X-shaped
mechanism to achieve the QZS characteristics, which in-
dicated that the structural nonlinearity in the system is
helpful for improving the vibration isolation performance.
Zhou et al. [38, 39] proposed a cam-roller-springmechanism
to realize the QZS isolator. From the above literature studies,
it can be found that the QZS vibration isolation method is an
encouraging solution for low-frequency vibration isolation.
However, the payloads in those literature studies are in the
magnitude of 1–10 kg, and the applications of QZS vibration
isolation for heavy-duty equipment in engineering practices
are rarely reported.

*e QZS isolators have a tremendous application
prospect in different areas [40, 41]. Le and Ahn [42, 43]
proposed a QZS isolator to improve the comfort of the
vehicle seat by employing the horizontal and vertical spring.
Huang and Liu et al. [44–46] utilized a prestressed bar to
accomplish the quasi-zero-stiffness characteristic. More-
over, this mechanism was also used by Zhang et al. [47–49].
Zhou et al. [50] and Wang et al. [51] proposed the mutually
repelling permanent magnets and vertical spring to protect
the infant from the vibration of the ambulance, but the QZS
isolator has never been applied for vibration isolation of the
three-phase power transformer yet.

Aiming at the tough issue on low-frequency vibration
isolation under heavy payloads for the transformer, a QZS
isolator is developed in a simple but effective way by
combining vertical springs and oblique springs. *e main
contribution of this paper is to apply the QZS vibration
isolation method in engineering practices. To the authors’
best knowledge, this is the first time to devise a QZS isolator
for a power transformer. *e full-scale prototype of the QZS
isolator is developed and fabricated to resolve the tough
issue on vibration isolation under heavy payloads. *e real-
world experiments under high-level power loading
(400–800 kVA) and voltage (10 kV) are conducted to eval-
uate the performance of the proposed QZS isolator and to

exhibit the advantage of the QZS isolator over the con-
ventional one.

*is paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the
conceptual design of the QZS isolator is conducted, and the
stiffness feature is studied to establish the zero-stiffness
condition. Moreover, the equation of motion of the QZS
vibration isolation system is resolved by the Harmonic
Balance Method. In Section 3, the effects of the excitation
amplitude and damping ratio on the vibration isolation
performance are discussed. *en, the prototype of the QZS
isolator is fabricated, and experimental tests are carried out
to verify the performance of the QZS isolator under different
working conditions in Section 4. Finally, some conclusions
are drawn in Section 5.

2. The Prototype of the QZS Isolators

2.1. Design Concept. To isolate the vibration of the trans-
former, a QZS isolator composed of vertical springs k1, axial
oblique springs k0, and a limiting displacement bar, as
shown in Figure 1, is proposed. *e QZS isolator and
transformer are schematically shown in Figure 1(a), where
the transformer to be isolated is simplified to a mass m, and
the QZS isolator is simplified to a nonlinear spring kQZS. *e
schematic diagram of the QZS isolator without payload is
shown in Figure 1(b), where the oblique and vertical spring
is of original length. Figure 1(c) shows the static equilibrium
position, all springs are compressed, the oblique springs lie
along the horizontal direction, and the mass m is supported
by the vertical spring totally at this time. *e physical model
is shown in Figure 1(d). For the oblique springs, the ends are
constrained on the upper and lower plate, respectively, by
using hinge joints, which act as the negative-stiffness
mechanism. And the vertical springs are fixed onto the lower
plate.

2.2. Analysis of Combined Stiffness. As shown in Figure 1(a),
when the transformer is subjected to an external force f(t),
the oblique springs open an angle θ, and the mass undergoes
a displacement y with respect to the horizontal direction and
the static equilibrium position, respectively.

*e restoring force fr can be given by

fr(y) � k1y − 2k0y
L

�������

R
2

+ y
2

 − 1⎛⎜⎜⎜⎝ ⎞⎟⎟⎟⎠, (1)

where R represents the compressed length at the static
equilibrium position and L denotes the original length of the
oblique spring.

Equation (1) can be written in the nondimensional form
as

fr � y − 2Iy
1

�������
R
2

+ y
2

 − 1⎛⎜⎜⎜⎝ ⎞⎟⎟⎟⎠, (2)

where y � y/L, R � R/L, fr � fr/k1L, and I � k0/k1.
Differentiating equation (2) with respect to y, the

stiffness kQZS can be given:
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. (3)

If the stiffness kQZS � 0 when y � 0, the stiffness ratio
IQZS can be defined as

IQZS �
R

2(1 − R)
. (4)

*erefore, the condition of zero stiffness is that the
positive and negative stiffness, the compressed length, and
the original length should satisfy equation (4).

To make sure that when the mass of the transformer is
loading on the QZS isolator, the oblique spring is horizontal,
the vertical spring k1 has to satisfy the condition

F � k1h � mg, (5)

where h is the vertical height of the oblique spring from its
original length to its equilibrium position, m is the mass of
the transformer, and g is the acceleration of gravity.

*erefore, the stiffness of the vertical spring can be given
by

k1 �
mg

h
. (6)

*rough the above analysis and practical requirements,
the physical prototype is developed, and its parameters are
tabulated in Table 1.

2.3. Dynamics of the QZS VIS. To analyze the QZS vibration
isolator system (VIS) theoretically, the restoring force of the
QZS VIS is fitted as a cubic polynomial with respect to y. *e
restoring force is shown in Figure 2(a), which appears
horizontal near the equilibrium position. *e stiffness is
depicted in Figure 2(b), which shows a remarkable low-
stiffness feature and even zero stiffness (y � 0).

*e fitted polynomial of restoring force fr(y) is defined
as

fr(y) � kn1y + kn3y
3
, (7)

where kn1 � 871.4 (N/m) and kn3 � 6.515 × 107 (N/m3).
For the QZS VIS in Figure 1(a), the force excitation is

f(t) � f0 sin ωt, in which f0 and ω are the amplitude and
frequency, respectively. *e dynamic equation can be given
by

m €y + c _y + kn1y + kn3y
3

� f0 sin ωt. (8)

*e nondimensional equation can be rewritten by
€y + 2ξ _y + αy + cy

3
� f0 sin ϖτ, (9)
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Figure 1: *e model of the QZS isolator: (a) schematic diagram, (b) no loading, (c) static equilibrium position with loading F, where F is
equal to mg, and (d) physical model.

Table 1: *e physical parameters.

Parameter Value Parameter Value
k1 1.12 × 105 (N/m) m 1800 (kg)
k0 3.02 × 105 (N/m) h 160 (mm)
L 300 (mm) R 253 (mm)
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where τ � ω0t, ϖ � ω/ω0, ω0 � k1/m, f0 � f0/k1L,
ξ � c/2mω0, α � kn1/k1, and c � kn3L

2/k1.
Assume that the response y is defined as

y � Y sin(ϖτ + φ), (10)

where Y is the displacement amplitude and φ is the phase.
By using the harmonic balance method (HBM), the

response equation can be given by

αY +
3
4

cY
3

− ϖ2 Y 
2

+(2ξϖY)
2

� f
2
0. (11)

*e force transmitted through the QZS isolator is given
by

fT � 2ξ _y + αy + cy
3
. (12)

*e magnitude of the transmitted force at an excitation
frequency is given by

fT �

���������������������

(2ξϖY)
2

+
3
4

cY
3

+ αY 
2



. (13)

*us, the force transmissibility Tb, defined as the ratio of
equation (13) to equation (12), can be yielded:

Tb �

������������������������

(2ξϖY)
2

+ (3/4)cY
3

+ αY 
2



f0
.

(14)

3. Parametric Analysis

*e excitation induced by the transformer generally contains
many harmonic components. *e excitation amplitude is
related to the level of power loading. *erefore, the theo-
retical analysis on the force transmissibility is necessary. It
should be noted that the parameters of the QZS isolator are

designed according to the weight and space sizes of the real
transformer, which are employed for the analysis of force
transmissibility. Unfortunately, it is quite difficult to de-
termine the force excitation acting on the vibration isolation
system and the damping caused by possible contact and
friction. *erefore, the effects of the force amplitude and
damping on the vibration isolation performance are
discussed.

3.1. Influence of Excitation Amplitude. *e above analyses
from equation (14) show that Tb can be influenced by ξ and
f0. Figure (3) presents the effect of the parameter f0 on Tb

and jumping-down frequency. *e force transmissibility Tb

under the excitations with different amplitudes is shown in
Figure 3(a). It can be seen that, with the increase of f0, the
amplitude-frequency curve is bent more and more notice-
able, and the peak force transmissibility is increased. Ob-
viously, the nonlinearity becomes more significant with the
increase in excitation amplitude. *e jump-down frequency
is depicted in Figure 3(b), which implies that the jumping-
down frequency can also be increased with the increase in
excitation amplitude f0. *erefore, the smaller the excita-
tion amplitude is, the lower the jumping-down frequency is
and thus the wider the frequency band for effective vibration
isolation is.

3.2. Influence of Damping Ratio. *e effect of ξ on the force
transmissibility and jumping-down frequency is shown in
Figure 4. For a small damping ratio, for example, ξ � 0.05,
the resonance curve is largely bent to the right-hand side.
When ξ � 0.25, the resonance peak is reduced, and the
jumping phenomena are about to disappear. *erefore, it
can be inferred that if the damping ratio continues to in-
crease, the resonance peak will completely vanish. In ad-
dition, it can be seen from Figure 3(b) that the jumping-
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Figure 2: (a) Restoring force. (b) Stiffness.
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down frequency decreases with the increase in the damping
ratio.

4. Experimental Verification

To verify the vibration isolation performance of the QZS
isolator, the prototype of the QZS isolator is fabricated, as
shown in Figure 5(a). *e experimental apparatus and in-
stallation are set up, as shown in Figure 6. A large number of
experimental tests under real power loading conditions are
carried out to evaluate the performance of the QZS isolator,

which is also compared with the conventional linear isolator
to show its advantages of low-frequency vibration isolation.

4.1. Static Feature. *e QZS isolator of the transformer
consists of four vertical springs, eight oblique springs, upper
and lower plates, and hinges, as shown in Figure 5(a). *e
relationship between the restoring force and displacement is
measured by the tensile and compression testing machine.
*e loading acts on the top plate of the QZS isolator, and
displacement loading is input starting from −20mm until to
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Figure 3: *e excitation amplitude of the QZS VIS: (a) force transmissibility; (b) jumping-down frequency.
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Figure 4: *e damping ratio of the QZS VIS: (a) force transmissibility; (b) jumping-down frequency.
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20mm. *e measured relationship between the restoring
force and displacement is presented in Figure 5(b). Obvi-
ously, in the displacement range from −10mm to 10mm (a
rectangle box enclosed by the blue solid line), the curves are
nearly flat, which indicates quasi-zero stiffness. Note that
when y� 0, the VIS arrives at the equilibrium position. At
this time, the loading force F is equal to 8.82 kN, which
implies that when the payload supported by each QZS
isolator is 900 kg, the system can achieve the characteristic of
zero stiffness around the static equilibrium position.

4.2. Vibration Isolation Performance. *e experimental
setup of the QZS isolator is shown in Figure 6. *e sampling
frequency of the signal acquisition card is 65536Hz, and the
position of the acceleration sensor is shown in the black dot
in Figure 6(a). Note that V-1 is installed on the iron core,
V-2, V-3, V-4, and V-5 are installed on the channel steel
fixed on the top plate of the QZS isolator, and V-6, V-7, V-8,

and V-9 are installed on the base. *e transformer is placed
on the QZS isolator, and the channel steel is arranged between
them to ensure that the QZS isolator is evenly stressed. *e
layout of the experimental test device is shown in Figure 6(b).

*e experiments for three cases are carried out,
namely, no isolator, linear isolator, and QZS isolator. *e
base vibration responses are measured for different
isolators for given working conditions of the transformer.
*e black short-dash line represents the case of no iso-
lator, the red solid line represents the linear isolator, and
the blue dash line represents the QZS isolator. Note that
the dominated frequency of the transformer is mainly
half or double frequency of 100 Hz. *e acceleration
response is presented as Ta � 20 log(Re/Ia) in dB. *e
symbol of Re and Ia represents the base acceleration and
unit acceleration, respectively.

*e power loading and voltage of the transformer are
400 kVA and 10 kV, respectively, and the base vibration
response in the range of 0∼1000Hz is shown in Figure 7. It
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Figure 5: Static test: (a) prototype; (b) experimental measured restoring force curves.
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can be clearly seen from Figure 7(a) that the performance of
the QZS vibration isolator is obviously better than that of the
linear isolator and no isolator at most dominated fre-
quencies. Figure 7(b) shows that the QZS isolator can ef-
fectively improve the vibration isolation performance at the
dominated frequencies except 100Hz and 400Hz. Espe-
cially, at 200Hz and 300Hz, the acceleration response of the
base can be reduced by 11 dB and 10 dB compared with the
linear isolator, respectively. However, the vibration isolation
performance of the QZS isolator at 400Hz has obvious
deterioration compared with other dominated frequencies.

It should be noted that the QZS isolator is a kind of
nonlinear vibration isolator, and its vibration isolator per-
formance would be impacted by several factors, e.g., exci-
tation amplitude. As shown in Figure 7(a), at 400Hz, the
acceleration response of the base is larger than that at other
dominated frequencies. Generally, the large-amplitude ex-
citation would degrade the vibration isolator performance
[38]. Consequently, the QZS isolator has no advantage over
the linear one at 400Hz.

In order to exhibit the repeatability of the test, each
test is repeated three times. *e performance obtained
from these three repeated tests is depicted in Figure 8
when the power loading and voltage of the transformer
are 400 kVA and 10 kV, respectively. It can be seen from
Figure 8 that the performances in repeated tests are in
good agreement, for all the three cases of no isolator,
linear isolator, and QZS isolator. *e differences of
performance among the repeated tests are quite small, as
shown in Figure 8(b), which implies the experimental
tests have good repeatability, and thus, the experimental
results are correct and reliable.

When the power loading and voltage of the transformer
are 600 kVA and 10 kV, respectively, the base vibration
response is shown in Figure 9. In Figure 9(a), the

acceleration response of the base Ta for the system with the
QZS isolator is notably smaller than that of the linear isolator
and no isolator. *at is to say, the performance of the QZS
vibration isolator is generally better than that of the linear
isolator. However, at several special frequencies, such as
400Hz and 500Hz, the vibration isolation performance of
the QZS isolator would not be better than that of the linear
isolator, but the QZS isolator is still better than the case
without any isolator, which implies that the QZS isolator
always performs the function of vibration isolation in such a
case. Obviously, as the power loading is increased, the ex-
citation amplitude becomes larger definitely. Under such a
loading condition, the performance of the QZS isolator is
reduced compared with that in the case of 400 kVA (Fig-
ure 7). Especially, at 400Hz and 500Hz, the advantage of the
QZS isolator over the linear isolator would disappear.
However, the acceleration response of the base for the QZS
vibration isolation system is lower than the case of no
isolator, which means that the QZS isolator is still workable
at such two frequencies.

Furthermore, when the power loading is increased to
800 kVA and the voltage remains unchanged (10 kV) (i.e.,
full-load condition), the response is shown in Figure 10.
Under such a condition, the power transformer would
undergo large-amplitude oscillations, and the nonlinearity
of the QZS isolator would become stronger. *erefore, the
vibration isolation performance of the QZS isolator degrades
further as the power loading increases. Especially, at 50Hz,
the performance of the QZS isolator is worse than that of the
linear isolator but better than that of no isolator. At 100Hz,
the acceleration response of the QZS vibration isolation
system is somewhat higher than the case of no isolator,
which implies that the acceleration is amplified through the
isolator. However, even in such an extremely harsh con-
dition, the vibration isolation performance is noticeably
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Figure 7: *e ground vibration response when the load and voltage of the transformer are 400 kVA and 10 kV, respectively.
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400 kVA and 10 kV, respectively.
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Figure 9: *e ground vibration response when the load and voltage of the transformer are 600 kVA and 10 kV, respectively.
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improved by the QZS isolator at high frequencies, such as
200, 300, 400, and 500Hz, compared to the linear isolator
and no isolator, as shown in Figure 10(b).

5. Conclusions

In this work, a quasi-zero-stiffness (QZS) isolator is
proposed by combining oblique and vertical springs to
improve the vibration isolation performance for the three-
phase power transformer under heavy payloads. *e
vertical springs are considered to meet the requirement on
weight capability. *e axial compressible oblique springs
are designed to realize negative stiffness to neutralize
positive stiffness and thus to neutralize the positive
stiffness of the vertical spring. Both static and dynamic
characteristics are investigated, and the influence of the
system parameters on the transmissibility is discussed.
*e analytical results show that both jumping-down
frequency and peak transmissibility increase with the
increase in the excitation amplitude. Moreover, the
jumping-down frequency may disappear, and the trans-
missibility peak is significantly suppressed as the damping
ratio increases.

Most importantly, the prototype of the QZS isolator is
fabricated, and its performances under real power loading
conditions are evaluated by experiments.*e results indicate
that the QZS isolator has desired high-static-low-dynamic
stiffness and good vibration isolation performance under
different power loading conditions. A remarkable advantage
of the QZS isolator over the conventional linear one can also
be observed by comparative experiments. It is the first time
to devise a QZS isolator for the power transformer, and thus,
this paper should be a valuable contribution to the com-
munity of vibration isolation, especially for engineering
applications.
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